Perfect Competition
Pure or perfect competition is a theoretical market structure in which the following criteria are
met:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All firms sell an identical product (the product is a "commodity" or "homogeneous").
All firms are price takers (they cannot influence the market price of their product).
Market share has no influence on prices.
Buyers have complete or "perfect" information—in the past, present and future—about
the product being sold and the prices charged by each firm.
Resources for such a labour are perfectly mobile.
Firms can enter or exit the market without cost.

Definition: The Perfect Competition is a market structure where a large number of buyers and
sellers are present, and all are engaged in the buying and selling of the homogeneous products at
a single price prevailing in the market.
In other words, perfect competition also referred to as a pure competition, exists when there is no
direct competition between the rivals and all sell identically the same products at a single price.

Features of Perfect Competition

•

•

•

•

•

•

Large number of buyers and sellers: In perfect competition, the buyers and sellers are large
enough, that no individual can influence the price and the output of the industry. An individual
customer cannot influence the price of the product, as he is too small in relation to the whole
market. Similarly, a single seller cannot influence the levels of output, who is too small in
relation to the gamut of sellers operating in the market.
Homogeneous Product: Each competing firm offers the homogeneous product, such that no
individual has a preference for a particular seller over the others. Salt, wheat, coal, etc. are some
of the homogeneous products for which customers are indifferent and buy these from the one
who charges a less price. Thus, an increase in the price would let the customer go to some other
supplier.
Free Entry and Exit: Under the perfect competition, the firms are free to enter or exit the
industry. This implies, If a firm suffers from a huge loss due to the intense competition in the
industry, then it is free to leave that industry and begin its business operations in any of the
industry, it wants. Thus, there is no restriction on the mobility of sellers.
Perfect knowledge of prices and technology: This implies, that both the buyers and sellers
have complete knowledge of the market conditions such as the prices of products and the latest
technology being used to produce it. Hence, they can buy or sell the products anywhere and
anytime they want.
No transportation cost: There is an absence of transportation cost, i.e. incurred in carrying the
goods from one market to another. This is an essential condition of the perfect competition since
the homogeneous product should have the same price across the market and if the transportation
cost is added to it, then the prices may differ.
Absence of Government and Artificial Restrictions: Under the perfect competition, both the
buyers and sellers are free to buy and sell the goods and services. This means any customer can
buy from any seller, and any seller can sell to any buyer. Thus, no restriction is imposed on
either party. Also, the prices are liable to change freely as per the demand-supply conditions. In
such a situation, no big producer and the government can intervene and control the demand,
supply or price of the goods and services.
Thus, under the perfect competition, a seller is the price taker and cannot influence the market
price.

Demand Curve of a Product in a Perfectly Competitive Market
Let’s derive the firm’s demand curve with the help of the market’s demand and supply curve. In
perfect competition, the equilibrium of the market’s demand and supply determines the price.

In the figure above, Price is on the Y-axis and Quantity on the X-axis. The left side of the figure
represents the industry and the right side the case of a firm. The market demand curve is DD and
the market supply curve is SS.
Further, the point at which the market’s demand and supply curves intersect each other is the
equilibrium point. The price at this level is the equilibrium price and the quantity is the
equilibrium quantity.
All firms receive this price in a perfectly competitive market. Also, firms are the price-takers and
the industry is the price-maker. The Average Revenue (AR) Curve is the demand curve of the
firm as it can sell any quantity it wants at the market price.

